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In the framework of INNOVATE

SESSION 2. INNOVATE- Attractive energy retrofit packages for homeowners
How to choose the right business model? (list of services to be offered with
the level of ambition per topics).
 Engagement process| Communication & marketing tools | Tailor-made products

Strong support
Medium support
Off-shelf ready-made products
for a specific type of housing
stock
Home renovation products
including house extension or
adaptation to a specific "life
situation" (extension for a
growing family, flat adaptation
for older person, new kitchen,
etc)

Proactive generation of
demand
Tailor-made marketing and
comunication campaigns
targeting specific HO
Involves a chain of other actors
who are present at the "life
changing moments" of
homeowners

Light support
Raises general awareness of
the benefits of energy retrofit
Promotion of existing
services/products offered by
local authorities or other
stakeholders
Physical office (energy desk)
and/or website

 Independent technical assistance | Energy renovation & financial plans

Strong support
Medium support
Preliminary energy analysis /
energy audit
Preliminary contract proposal
Prepares all documents
necessary for accessing financial
instruments for which each HO is
elegible

Develops "Energy renovation
roadmap" aiming at deep renovation
(NZEB standard)

Light support
Recommends relevant energy

Provides the list of suppliers that are saving measures, technologies
certified by local authority as ‘quality and materials
suppliers’
Develops standard templates /
requirements for suppliers’ quotes

Provides the list of existing
suppliers (in general)

Helps to check the quotes and select General advice on existing
financing tools for which each HO
suppliers
Tailor-made financing plan
Facilites the acces to financial
instruments for which each HO is
elegible
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 Coordination of the renovation process | Guaranteed results

Strong support
Medium support
Coordinates suppliers and
renovation works on behalf of
HO

Provides trainings to local suppliers
and enables them to respond the
generated demand

Bears responsibility for the
quality of works and
achievement of estimated
energy savings vis-à-vis the
homeowner

Helps HO with the coordination of
suppliers and renovation works

Monitors the results and afterworks follow-up service

Light support
X

Develops a certification scheme for
"quality suppliers" create a local
label/charter/selection procedure to
select only quality suppliers
Standard templates/requirements
for suppliers' quotes
Helps to check the quotes and select
suppliers

 Long-term & affordable financing

Strong support
Medium support
Offers third party financing of
renovation works (paid back by
homeowner via a service fee or
a loan instalment)

Develops partnerships with local
banks who could provide low
interest loans for energy renovation

Light support
Offers existing financing & fiscal

Sets up a local guarantee fund to
cover eventual payment defaults by instruments (e.g. soft loans,
energy efficiency certificates or
homeowners

tax credit offered at national

Sets up a local revolving fund or
level)
‘advance payment fund’ for
homeowners who cannot overcome
high upfront investment costs of the
renovation
Negotiates with technology
suppliers for them to offer lower
prices or 0% interest loans

